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Day 1 – 19th of May 2015:
The French partners hosted the final workshop of the project “European Values in Vocational
Education – EVive”. It took place in Bordeaux at the office of Cap`Ulysse.
We arrived in Bordeaux on the 19th May and went directly to the office of Cap`Ulysse`s office
in rue Marengo.
The meeting began by welcoming all other project members that were attendant and by
presenting the agenda of the meeting. Marilou and Brandon started with a short interactive
presentation concerning values in France. The interactive presentation was about different
statements or thesis concerning values. Our task was to agree or disagree as starting point for
a deeper discussion. It was a very fruitful beginning into a very interesting and productive
final meeting.
After that interactive phase, Mr. Doigner from the Vocational training centre (GRETA) gave
as an insight into the educational system and the vocational system and special values that
should be provided for the learner. We had also the possibility to discuss with Mr. Doigner.
After this discussion, we went to the vocational high-school les Menuts. The headmaster,
teacher and some of the pupils welcomed us. The pupils presented us different possibilities
and different subjects of the school. Furthermore, we were guide through the school and
different schoolrooms.
At the end of the day, we had a social dinner in Bordeaux with all partners with many very
good discussions about further project ideas concerning values.

Day 2 – 20th of May 2015:
The second day started at 9 o`clock in the morning with a short welcome by Prof. Marc
Beutner. Subsequently, he portrayed the agenda for the second day and welcomed everybody
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again. In the following Marc Beutner and Sebastian Rohde started the presentation about the
missing documents and open Questions. We had faced again the application and all tasks,
results and outcomes, which we compared with our work and results.
After the discussion of open questions and missing documents the working phase started. The
learner had the task to discuss the following question:
“How can we foster future work on European values?”
Therefor we asked them to create a poster with answers the question above with the focus on
•

Topics of future work and interesting aspects of the European values discussion.

•

How con we foster the use of the European values curriculum?

•

Lessons Learned?

Meanwhile the project consortium discussed about the European shared values curriculum
and the Learning Outcome Matrix. We had a deep discussion about the five modules and
worked together on the Learning Outcome Matrix. We define for each module a least three
outcomes. For every outcome were defined teaching methods and possibilities that assess the
outcomes.
After the working phase the group of learner presented their results on a poster.
In the following, we had short Power-Point presentation about the lessons learned. Every
country presented on three slides what they have learned in the project.
After that we had a visit of the sights in Bordeaux. Marilou, one of our French partners, linked
this sight seeing tour through Bordeaux with values.
In the end of the day we had again a social dinner with all partners.

Day 3 – 21st of May 2015:
The third day started again at 9:30 o`clock in the morning with a warm welcome. Prof. Marc
Beutner from the University of Paderborn started again with a Power-Point presentation
concerning the last steps we have to go.
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Furthermore, we had a discussion and brainstorming about possible future collaboration
concerning the topic of European values. In the end, Professor Marc Beutner thanked for the
good work in the project.
At last, our French partners gave us the confirmation of attendance of the EVive Meeting in
Bordeaux and we said goodbye to everybody.

